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person.
In Basu and Foster (1998) . We nevertheless view this are many further directions to go. In this work we concept -the ability to read and write. But in reality gradations and unusual manifestations (see, for insta tells us about Winnie, in South Africa, "who could s knowledge of another four languages, had never spent as totally illiterate'." In future work we will want m these alternative conceptions of literacy, but the aim practically useful contribution. Hence, a new measur properties rigorously examined and a simple illustrat provided of how it may be used.
2 The domain and the measure A society consists of a collection of people partitioned into the literates, the isolated illiterates, or isolates, and the proximate illiterates, or proximate s } with the restriction that, if there exists a proximate illiterate, there must be at least one literate person, since the externality which the proximate illiterate benefits from must emanate from somewhere. Formally, a society is a triple of non-negative integers (n, r, /), where n > 0, n > r + i and if r = 0, then n = i. The interpretation is as follows: n is the number of adults in the society, r the number of literates and i the number of isolated illiterates. By definition, the number of proximate illiterates is n -(r + /). The last condition above (namely, r = 0 => n -i) is explained by the fact that to be a proximate illiterate there has to exist at least one literate person.
We shall use A to denote the set of all societies. A literacy mapping is a function / : A -> R, where R is the set of real numbers. Note that the standard literacy rate, denoted here by R is a literacy mapping defined as follows. For any society (n, r, /), R(n, r, i) = r/n. So note that in the domain who is an isolate and who proximate is treated as a primitive. This is unlike in the existing papers such as, for instance, Basu and Foster (1998) , Dutta (2004), and Subramanian (2004) .
The new literacy mapping that we propose here -called the ^-literacy mapping, the e being a mnemonic for its externality sensitivity -belongs to a family of literacy mappings defined as follows. £ : A -► Ris caWcdan e-literacy mapping if 3 a e (0, 1) such that, V (n, r, i) e A, C(n,r,i)=n(1-a): (1 -a)n ■+■ on ,. (2.1) (1 -a)n ■+■ on
We shall call C(n, r, i) the ¿-literacy rate of society («, r, /). It is interesting to note that as a -> 0, C(n, r, i) -> R(n, r, /). If i = 0, £ is always R. "■ When the word "proximate" is used as a noun, as is being suggested here, we recommend that it be pronounced "proxi-mayt," both because that rhymes nicely with isolate, and distinguishes it from the standard adjective, pronounced "proximit." By dividing the n mapping as
(1 -a)r/n _ ('-a)R (1 -a) + ai/n = (1 -a) + otl ' Note that R is the standard literacy rate and / will be called the isolated illite rate. Hence, what we have just shown is that the e-literacy rate of a society c derived from the society's literacy rate, R, and isolated illiteracy rate, /.
Characterizing e-literacy mappings
To critically evaluate the ¿-literacy rate that we are proposing as a good measur representing a society's extent of literacy, it is useful to factorize it into axioms of which can then be assessed separately. That is precisely what we do in the pr section. In fact, we provide a full axiomatic characterization of the family of ¿-liter mappings, defined in Sect. 2.
So let us write down some plausible axioms that we would like a literacy mapp to satisfy. Consider first the strong normalization axiom, the word "strong" be reminder that this is stronger than the version used routinely in this literature.
Axiom N (Normalization): For all («, r, /) e A, if n = i, then f(n, r, i) = 0, an if i = 0, then /(n, r, i) = R(n9 r, i). The first part of this axiom is standard. If everybody in a society is an isol illiterate or, equivalently, if nobody is literate, then this society must be descr as having zero literacy. The second part is what makes it "strong." Most stand measures of literacy (Basu and Foster 1998; Dutta 2004; Gibson 2001 for instan do not satisfy this; the only exception is Subramanian (2004) . What this part of axiom says is that, if there are no isolated illiterates in a society, then the litera that society is equal to the standard literacy rate. This, coupled with the next a means that our measure of literacy will always be less than or equal to the lit rate. And here is the next axiom.
Axiom M (Monotonicity): For all (/i, r, i) e A such that (n, r + 1, i) e A and (w, r, / -1) € A, /(/i, r + 1, i) > /(/i, r, /), and f(n, r, i -1) > f(n, r, i).
This axiom says that literacy in a society rises not only when a formerly illiterate person becomes literate but also when an isolate becomes a proximate. This captures the central idea of educational externality. Axioms N and M really define the agenda of this paper.
Let us now turn to decomposability, which essentially says the following. Suppose we have three societies where the last is formed by a concatenation of the first two.
Hence, the three societies are (n', n, i'i) = x', («2, ''2» il) = *!•> and (n' + «2> r' + ri,h + h) = *3-Then, decomposability assures us that the literacy in X3 is the weighted average of the literacies in societies x' and JC2, where the weights are given by population size. That is, /(*3) = -Ç-/(*l) + -X-/(*2).
However, it is easy to see that decomposability, along an impossibility result. Consider three societies jci = JC3 = (3, 1, l).Note 2 1
Next note /(3, 1 , 0) = 1/3 by axiom N. And /(jc3) < /(3, 1 , 0) by axiom M. This is a contradiction. Hence, we have a small result: N, M and decomposability are together incompatible.
If we want to use some kind of decomposability, we therefore have no option but to use a weaker version of the standard decomposability axiom. What follows is one such axiom, which seems quite unexceptionable to us.
Axiom D (Weak Decomposability): If (ni, n, ii), («2, r2, h) € A are such that /(wi,ri,/i) = f(n2,r2,i2), then/(ni + n2,r' + r2, û +'2) = f(n',r',i').
Axiom D has a useful implication stated in the next lemma.
Lemma 1 Assume the literacy mapping f : A -> R satisfies axiom D.If(n',r',i'), (n2,r2,i2) ^ A and n/n' = r2/n2 and i'/n' = h/n2, then f(n',r',i') = f(n2,r2j2).
Proo/ Assume the hypothesis of the lemma is true. Let n be the least common multiple of ni and n2. Then there are positive integers k' and k2 such that fcini = k2n2 = n.
By this equality and the assumption that r'/n' = r2/n2, it follows that 1 / "1 ri r2 / W2 / jtjn 1 = A:iri / -= n -= n -= kir2 / In other words, if we know the literacy rate r/n = R and the isolated illiter i /n = / of a nation and if / satisfies axiom D, then we can use the functi find the literacy of the nation. This is given by f(R, I). It is now obvious that, once axiom D is given, any axiom imposed on / can equivalently be thought of as an axiom on / and vice versa. In writing our next and final axiom, it is useful to work with /. We will first show that there is a natural and unique way to extend / from the domain A to the closure of A. For this we need to establish the continuity of /. The next lemma is a preliminary step. 
Rx-R
Since m and m are bounded in this way, we can choose 8 > 0 such that 8 is less the minimum of the distance between (Ro, 0) and / and the distance between (R and 7. Then the entire ¿-neighborhood of (Ro, 0) lies between / and 7. In other w at every point in this ¿-neighborhood, the inequality Rq -e < C < Ro + e is satis Hence the measure is continuous at (Ro, 0).
To and in particular 0 < Ro < 1. Let R_ = Ro -e/2 and R -Rq + e/2, and denote the respective iso-literacy lines by / and 7. That / is continuous at (R', 1 -R') follows, as before, from the observation that there is a strictly positive distance from this point to either of the lines / or 7.
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Finally, let (i?, /) be a point in the interior of A a on an iso-literacy line, /o, through points {Ro, 0) an and / as before. Since / (resp. 7) meets the line / = 1 -R of (R', 1 -R'), there is a strictly positive distance be lines / or 7. Hence / is continuous at (/?, /). D As a result of this lemma, there is a unique extension of the literacy mapping, / a continuous function on the set of all real-valued points in the feasible region, th on the closure of A. With a slight misuse of language, we shall refer to the conti extension of / by_/. It is easy to see that the extension of / satisfies axioms M and D, whenever / does. Indeed the result of Lemma 2 holds for points with coordinates as well, so the iso-literacy curves of / remain straight lines.
Before introducing the next axiom we need to define some more terms. Defi nonna! society as one in which no one is an isolate; and a perverse society as o which there are isolates and no one is a proximate. Every society is normal, perv or neither.
Consider a normal society with literacy rate R. Let (/)(R) be the literacy rate perverse society which has the same effective literacy rate as the normal society literacy rate R. In other words, 7(ä,o) = 7(0(ä), i-0(ä)).
Clearly, by axiom N, for all R < 1, R < <p(R) < 1. The question is: how large should (p(R) be? One way to deal with this question is to be relatively non-committal.
Since (p(R) lies between 1 and R, note that the proportion of its deficiency from 1 and the proportion of its rise from R are given, respectively, by (1 -</)(R))/l and (<t>(R) -R)/R. A simple requirement is to demand that these two proportions be balanced. The next axiom states this "balancedness" condition. Since "invariability" is treated in the same cluster of words as "balancedness" in Roget's Thesaurus, we shall call this axiom "Invariability," which gives us an axiom that begins with a vowel, thereby rendering the set of axioms pronounceable.
AXIOM I (Invariability): There exists a ß > 0 such that V0 < r < n, 0(r) is such that Theorem 1 A literacy mapping f satisfies axioms M, /, N, and D if and only if it is an t-literacy mapping for some a satisfying 0 < a < 1.
Proof It is easy to verify that the ^-literacy mapping £(/i, r, /), which could equivalently be defined by 77* n-(l-a)R where ß -(1 -a) /a > 0 since a e (0, 1).
In order to verify axiom D, suppose (n', n, i'), (n2, r2, As we have seen, axiom D implies that / takes the value R at all points along t line segment joining A and B (see Fig. 3 ). This line segment is the entirety of th iso-literacy curve for the value R by axiom M. Thus for any_0 < /? < 1, the iso-literacy curve for the value R is given by t intersection of A with the ray from (0, -ß) through {R, 0). Given any feasible (Ro, h), it is straightforward to compute J(R0, Io)-If Ro = 0, then /0 = 1 /(0, 1) = 0 by the normality axiom. Likewise /(l,0) = 1. So we may assum 0 < Rq < 1. Then there is a unique line through (0, -ß) and {Rq, Iq), which m the x-axis at the point (j£j¿, 0). As this line is an iso-literacy curve, terms of a, all iso-literacy lines meet at the point (0, -<w)=(0, -(1 -a) /a). D It is easy to see that the iso-literacy curves in the (R, /)-space generated by the ¿-literacy mapping will be of the kind illustrated in Fig. 4 . (2005) . This data set provides province-wise cross-sectional data on adult literacy at the household level, thereby permitting computation of the standard literacy rate R, as well as proximate and isolate illiteracy rates, and hence our ¿-literacy rate.3 For good measure, we make comparisons with the "effective literacy rate," £*, proposed in Basu and Foster (1998) .
The effective literacy rate is given by the expression £* = /? + a! P, where R and P are again the standard literacy and proximate illiteracy rates and a! is a parameter strictly between zero and one. This measure of literacy is greater than or equal to R and strictly greater in virtually any application. Furthermore it is bounded above by 1 -/ for any feasible choice of the parameter a1 . Table 1 gives the ¿-literacy rates, expressed in percentage terms, for several values of a, for each of South Africa's provinces. The table also gives the standard literacy rate R, which is the ¿-literacy rate with parameter a = 0. As is clear from the table, the ¿-literacy rate is less than R whenever a > 0. As mentioned above, as a tends to one, C tends to a function which is equal to R, when 7 = 0, and zero otherwise. Thus unlike the effective literacy rate, the ¿-literacy rate does not have a well-identified bound below on any real-world data set. What we know is that, if isolated illiteracy is nonzero, then, as a goes to one, it goes to zero.
As discussed above, practitioners may deem the inequality C < R < /^significant.
By adopting the effective literacy rate of Basu and Foster, one can give the appearance of an improvement in literacy attainment, even when no real change has taken place.
Take, for instance, the province of Mpumalanga. As Table 1 shows, this has a literacy rate of 61.2$But by the measure of effective literacy it gets a score of 87%vhen a happens to be .75, which is close to the empirical estimate of a, found by Gibson (2001) . It will be very difficult for a local policy maker to use this measure and still consider the task ahead to be as large as it actually is. Our new measure deflates the standard rate R, while the effective literacy measure inflates it. This contrast is evident in the last two columns of Table 1 .
As It is worth noting that as a approaches one, the rankings chang as illustrated in Table 3 . In fact for a close to one, the rankin the size of R/I (as can be verified by taking the derivative of Provinces with greatest R/I ratio rise in the rankings, while t The effective literacy rate exhibits a similar phenomenon, in th approaches R + P. Thus, for the largest feasible values of the pa are determined by the quantity R + P.
There is, however, a contrast in terms of how quickly C and limiting behavior, as a -> 1 and af -> 1, respectively. Since the measure is linear in its parameter, specifically C* = R+a'P, valu close to one will suffice for most data sets. The e-literacy rate is nonlinear in a, and as a result, it is necessary to consider valu one. Since there is a unique ¿'-literacy measure f deal of choice involved in using the new mea one could choose a value of a very near to one the sense that no further increases in the para other hand, for any given set of data, the deg rises as a increases, then falls. This pattern r and, as a tends to one, C approaches a functio zero otherwise. With our South African data s of the ¿-literacy rates for the nine provinces to 0.04. Ultimately practitioners are free to c they wish.
Finally, Table 4 illustrates the ¿-literacy and effective literacy rates for major subgroups of the South African population, for a few different parameter values. The table illustrates the large African-White and Colored-White gaps in literacy attainment. The tendency of C and C* to deflate and inflate the standard literacy rate implies that the ¿-literacy rate exacerbates these gaps, while the effective literacy rate mollifies it. In fact, the African-White and Colored-White standard literacy rate gaps are 21.5 and 17.2%-espectively. These gaps rise to 26.4 and 20.7%inder £0.75, and fall to 7.4 and5.7%mder £¿75.
